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What is Outcome Improvement? 
 

 A frame of mind? 
 An approach? 
 A model for success? 
 A guide for continuous improvement (progress)? 
 A success builder? 
 A collaboration and team-builder? 
 An idea generator? 
 An inspiration? 

 
Outcome Improvement programs are all of these things.  They facilitate the right temperament, climate 
and atmosphere for success and progress.  They build awareness of the realities around us.  They promote an 
understanding of the direction and impact of progress and change.  They help to identify those things of greatest 
personal value.  They help individuals to find others who complement their own roles, interests and capabilities.  
Overall, Outcome Improvement enhances and magnifies value, improves results and addresses what is important as 
it makes things better, but not necessarily perfect.  It automates complexity to reduce overload. 
 
Removing obstacles to progress starts with each one of us.  Successes add up and those who keep up 
the pace stay ahead of the pack.  As progress accelerates, it becomes ever harder for others to stay up with leaders 
who exploit greater and greater benefits. 
 
Outcome Improvement unleashes creativity and the power of ideas.  It extends information to 
expand the capabilities of each and every one of us.  Who among us can say that life does not bring growing 
distractions, confusion and overload?  There are simply too many things to think about leading to growing numbers 
of errors, mistakes, waste and accidents.  At the very least, we should appreciate alarms and warnings, but why not 
off-load more of the mundane tasks that consume our time?  After all, if we can use a GPS navigator to get from 
Point A to Point B without needing to look at a map and plan a route, why not train an email assistant to sort and 
organize emails and pick out the ones that are most important? 
 
Outcome Improvement turns complexity over to the computers.  We need to make things simpler for 
us, not for them.  Let them deal with the complicated, overwhelming, distracting, time consuming and intrusive for 
us as we enjoy becoming more effective and productive.    Think about all of the things that you never get around to.  
How many of them will turn around and bite you?  This does not need to happen when computer-based solutions 
can handle the complex details, hiding them from us behind the scenes. 
 
Performance monitors provide reminders. They can tell us when we eat or drink too much, especially of 
the wrong things, or even better, make suggestions before the fact.  Have it your way.  Include built-in tools and 
reminders to take medications and exercise, check transactions against statements, reorder items when quantities 
drop too low and even find entertainment that is optimized for our interests. 
 
Outcome Improvement and the progress that goes with it are only limited by imagination, 
creativity and perseverance.  Look around to see things that can be improved.  Then, join with others in our 
program and make things better.  Continuing vigilance adds ideas and inspirations, enabling everyone to make a 
difference and take advantage of ingenuity and progress accelerating at an exponential rate. 
 
Share in the Outcome Improvement experience.  Please contact us now to take your first steps. 
Info@OutcomeImprovement.com 
973-635-1970 
www.OutcomeImprovement.com    


